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INTRODUCTION



Paradigm shift in biochemistry
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• The EWOD can control automatic biochemical experiments through a chip, 

allowing the low error and reproducibility, avoiding errors caused by 

humans.

Electrowetting-on-Dielectric (EWOD) (1/2)
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Electrowetting-on-Dielectric (EWOD) (2/2)
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• Glass-based EWOD chips allow more reliable droplet operations and 

facilitating integration of optical sensors for many biochemical applications.

Glass-based EWOD chips with non-regular electrodes (1/3)
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• Non-regular electrode designs are utilized in EWOD chips to precisely 

control droplet volume, and electrodes with a specific shape become 

necessary for certain applications.

Glass-based EWOD chips with non-regular electrodes (2/3)
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• The introduction of customized electrode pattern makes the biochemical 

experiment modular, which reduces the technical barrier and cost of the 

experimenters.

• OpenFluidics: Digital Microfluidics Ecosystem.

Glass-based EWOD chips with non-regular electrodes (3/3)
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Automatic routing tools
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RELATED WORK



• Most existing approaches focus on PCB-

based EWOD chips with N*N regular

electrode 2D-arrays.

• The regular design flow of EWOD chips 

consists of three major stages:

I. Electrode addressing

▪ Direct addressing

▪ Broadcast addressing

II. Routing

III. Fabrication

Existing approaches
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• [4] proposed routing algorithm for broadcast electrode-addressing 
to assign a single pin to multiple electrodes with the same signal 
through the network-flow, and successfully route it.

Routing in PCB-based EWOD chips (1/2)
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CAD, vol. 30, no. 12, pp. 1786–1799, (2011).



• [5] propose a novel ILP-based obstacle-avoiding routing algorithm for pin-

constrained EWOD-chip designs.

Routing in PCB-based EWOD chips (2/2)
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Pin selection in non-regular electrodes (1/3)

• The number of pins of non-regular electrodes varies, which complexes the 

problem to select the candidate pins.
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Pin selection in non-regular electrodes (2/3)
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Pin selection in non-regular electrodes (3/3)

• In order to achieve 100% routability and ideal wirelength, all possible pins 

and routing wires must be considered simultaneously during candidate pin 

selection. 

• The selection of candidate pins becomes much more difficult in non-

regular electrodes.
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NR-Router
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METHODS



Workflow
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• We consider each electrode as a set composed of pseudo nodes.

Pseudo node (1/2)
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• If any conflict pseudo node has adjacent grids outside the electrodes, the 

conflict pseudo node becomes the pseudo hub and is removed from the 

set of pseudo nodes. 

Pseudo node (2/2)
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• The schematic diagram of the flow direction in our minimum cost flow 

algorithm. 

Minimum cost flow graph (1/2)
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Bi-directed edge

capacity 1, cost 1

Minimum cost flow graph (2/2)
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• The flow capacity usually categorized into Orthogonal Capacity (O-cap) 

and Diagonal Capacity (D-cap).

• The light-weight model can handle the O-cap and D-cap correctly, and 

reduce memory usage and time consumption of our approach without 

affecting routability. 

Light-weight model
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• The flow collocation is introduced to prevent 

the flows from crossing over. 

• (F1, F6), (F2, F5), (F3, F4)

Flow collocation 
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Mask generation  
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RESULTS
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CONCLUSIONS



• We proposed NR-Router, the first algorithm that can accurately route in 

single-layer EWOD chips with non-regular electrodes to the best of our 

knowledge. 

• We lowered the design barriers for single-layer EWOD chips with non-

regular electrodes. 

Conclusions
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OpenFluidics: Digital Microfluidics Ecosystem (1/3)
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OpenFluidics: Digital Microfluidics Ecosystem (2/3)
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OpenFluidics: Digital Microfluidics Ecosystem (3/3)
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